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 FROM AUTHOR TO READER ON FICTION AND REALITY 

All the characters in this book are fictional, apart from historical or 
public figures, and are not even obliquely based on real people. The ‘facts’ 
asserted by characters might not be true. However, the opinions are real;  
the ferment and clashes of ideas are part of what led me to write the 
book. Some provocative statements might cause anger or hurt; I regret 
any distress caused to readers by seeing offensive views rehearsed. It is 
extremely important that no views or opinions voiced by the characters 
should be taken as the views or opinions of the author. 
 Other ideas, such as the arguments or strategies of Kozhevnikov or 
Atamar, are purely my creation but do not reflect my own aspirations.
 Academics made from scratch need to have more complex ideas provided  
for them, which spawns entertaining challenges for the author. I fear 
Professor Rastani and I have plagiarised each other at times during his 
creation; but neither of us has plagiarised anyone else. 
 If the plot events are not part of public history they should be taken as 
fictional. I have been careful to betray no confidences, nor leak classified 
or sensitive information about individuals, operations or programmes; 
to the point of frequently re-writing scenes if similar situations actually 
came to pass during the long evolution of this book: since 2006, in near-
final form before 2011, when events the book are set.
 Nevertheless, I wanted this book to be as real as possible: this 
was the point. Reality saturates the characters and events as much  
as could be done without risk. Sometimes characters are written into  
real peoples’ histories: Ayatollah Sadr did develop the theory of wilayat  
al-ummah but without Ayatollah Rastani’s participation. In a few 
harmless cases the relationship was very close. Demonstrators in 
London have had surprising ‘brothers’; a Baghdad taxi passenger did 
intend to ‘have lunch with the Prophet Muhammad’; and Abdul-Jabbar’s 
preparations somewhat resemble a terrorist attack planned for Bristol, 
that in real life was prevented by community action triggered by the 
Lokahi Foundation.
 For ease of reading, some words, references and allusions are also 
explained at the foot of the page on their first appearance. A full glossary 
and set of references is available on the author’s website, along with a 
cast of characters list and other free resources: www.bleedback.co 
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Washington D.C., November 2011

PHILOSOPHICAL HEROISM

They broke in so quietly at first that Ayatollah Arman Rastani didn’t hear it 
happen.
 Dr Liadan O’Riordain was proving difficult to read. When he invited her 
from the University of London to give a lecture at Georgetown University, he 
was expecting a formidable middle-aged lady don. He was still trying to adjust.
 She was clambering about on the floor of his study, building his library like 
a child’s toy building blocks into towers of swaybacked paper-bound spines and 
dusty round-shouldered hardbacks.
 ‘You see? I’m enacting your views of the history of theology.’
 Rastani lifted the skirts of his robe and joined her on the floor. ‘How exactly?’
 ‘Jewish, Christian, Muslim thinkers, all interacting, sharing ideas.’ The books 
nestled in a brickwork pattern, interlocking into a stalwart wall of wisdom. 
 Rastani stroked the book spines, zigzagging his finger across centuries, 
continents and religions as he went. ‘So you can see how their ideas bleed back 
and forth across history.’ His finger reached the top of a pile. ‘I see you’ve put my 
teacher Allamah Tabatabai snuggled up to St. Thomas Aquinas. But maybe St. 

THE
CLASH OF

CIVILIZATIONS

CHAPTER 1

----------------------------------------
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Thomas doesn’t like being so close to an Iranian Ayatollah?’
 ‘He loves it.’ She lolled on the floor next to the pile of books, her tight trousers 
streaked with book-dust, and grinned at him. ‘As Thomas said, we’re all beings 
by participation.’
 ‘I’m sure he meant something rather different by that. We derive our being 
from God’s being, and so on. Not rubbing shoulders with Iranian Ayatollahs.’ 
 ‘Same thing in the end?’ 
 She flew home to London tonight and had stopped at his own home to say 
goodbye. It had been an exhilarating week. She had entranced his students, 
withstood his own forensic questioning, and charmed the whole department 
with a mixture of relentless erudition and scathing wit. In a few minutes she 
would say farewell. Next week palled. 
 Liadan closed another book and placed it on top of Tabatabai. ‘A thirsting 
ambition for truth and virtue, and a fury to conquer all lies and vice; this is the 
heroic spirit of a philosopher!’ She laughed, a noise that started low in her throat 
and bubbled up to a soprano pitch.
 Professor Rastani eyed the scholarly detritus on his desk. Georgetown 
University tenure committee papers neatly stacked; the offerings of PhD students, 
interlined with his own painstaking comments, bundled in their folders; proofs 
of his latest book, hardly touched because so many people wanted his time and 
he couldn’t say no…he blinked rapidly. ‘Heroic?’
 A shout from outside interrupted her explanation.
 Rastani hurried to his feet. As he stepped into the hallway, he glanced through 
his open bedroom door, and jerked to a stop. The breath caught in his throat. 
 A leg dangled from the windowsill. 
 A jolt shot through him, like cattle prods had decades ago.
 Rastani averted his face, took a deep breath and forced himself to look again.
 The leg was not severed. Someone was climbing through the window, leg first, 
pushing through the drawn curtains. Rastani’s breath came out in a gush.
 The whole body came through the curtains – holding a firearm. The man 
hoisted the gun and began shouting. Another form could be seen behind him. 
They yelled at Rastani to put his hands in the air.
 Liadan burst out from his study. 
 A thunderous crash came from the front door. Armed figures stormed in as 
the two theologians cowered against the wall.

A thirsting ambition - Johann Georg Hamann, Socratic Memorabilia, II, 63:31-37, translated by G. 
Griffith Dickson, Johann Georg Hamann’s Relational Metacriticism, de Gruyter, 1995
beings by participation - Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, question 44, article 1, answers.
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CHAPTER 1
THE CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS

Yasenevo, Moscow, November 2011

ENCOURAGING EXCELLENCE

‘He can no longer be tolerated!’ A blow from Pankratov’s stubby hand set the 
table reverberating. ‘I demand that you do something about him. This latest 
incident is the last straw!’
 ‘Kozhevnikov has always been a star.’ Mikhail Vasilyevich spoke in his most 
calming tone. ‘He’s the best man we have. Isn’t he, Mr Lobodin?’
 Aleksandr Kozhevnikov had his back to the three senior men; but at this 
he turned to scrutinise his boss. Lobodin, the Director of Russia’s Foreign 
Intelligence Service, hauled in a wheezing breath. Kozhevnikov tried to read his 
eyes; they were strangely blank.
 Pankratov, head of the rival Federal Security Bureau, shoved his hands under 
his armpits. ‘Huh. With flattery like this, no wonder Kozhevnikov believes that 
he’s indispensable.’
 ‘On the contrary. I’m only too aware you’ve been trying to dispense with 
me for years.’ Kozhevnikov resumed his study of the scene outside. The virgin 
snowfall formed a blinding background to the fringe of naked trees skirting the 
headquarters of the Foreign Intelligence Service. Kozhevnikov’s gaze however 
rested on a staffer picking her way through the frozen mud; she wore a short skirt 
and high heels despite the November freeze. He tracked her slithering progress 
over the icy paving.
 In the background Pankratov lumbered on. ‘His glory days as a Spetsnaz 
operative are long past. His fabled successes have been pure luck whether in 
the field or behind a desk. He’s been nothing but a troublemaker for the last 
ten years. Or twenty.’ A prolonged cough from Lobodin drowned out the next 
sentences; ‘rather talk to the terrorists than fight them. His advice to Putin 
in critical incidents deliberately undermines me and makes any aggressive 
operation a hundred times more difficult. And now he’s a positive threat while 
we try to keep public order in the run-up to Putin’s election and tackle this 
upsurge in subversion. You want him to advise on counter-subversion; I think 
his sympathies lie with the dissidents and the protestors. I don’t care how clever 
he is; he’s a liability.’ 
 Kozhevnikov turned back with an arched eyebrow. ‘Should I take my services 
elsewhere?’
 Mikhail Vasilyevich fired his old protégé a warning look. ‘No one’s trying to 
get rid of you.’

----------------------
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 ‘No? That’s a surprise.’
 Pankratov grunted. ‘What a good idea. Clear off. If any terrorists attack, the 
Federal Security Bureau can cope without your sage advice.’
 A muscle twitched in Kozhevnikov’s cheek. ‘Of course. You usually try to.’
 Mikhail Vasilyevich winced.
 Lobodin drew another audible inhalation. ‘Mikhail Vasilyevich?’
 ‘No one can match Kozhevnikov for strategy. Or knowledge of his area. 
These little problems with our FSB colleagues can be managed. Perhaps he might 
benefit from some time spent outside the country.’
 ‘You could send me to Washington for a high-level visitation.’ Kozhevnikov 
perched himself on the window sill.
 ‘Not a bad idea,’ Mikhail Vasilyevich said. 
 ‘No. You don’t merit a posting like that.’ A sadistic smile spread across 
Pankratov’s face. ‘With your Spetsnaz fame, you should conduct military intelli-
gence in Chechnya. Or execute some covert operations against Salafi Muslims in 
Dagestan; there’s still a few left to kill. That would be exciting for you.’
 Kozhevnikov shot to his feet.
 ‘It would toughen you up again. You’ve gone soft since your Spetsnaz days.’
 ‘He’s the head of a Directorate, for goodness sake,’ Mikhail Vasilyevich said.
 Lobodin closed his eyes and shook his head. ‘I think the Prime Minister 
would prefer to have your expertise assisting him with his internal concerns. 
Your mind for strategy and your old skills in counter-subversion are just what he 
needs in the election.’  
 Kozhevnikov crossed his arms. ‘I’d rather be committing the atrocities Mr 
Pankratov desires than be put in charge of boosting Putin’s reputation.’
 Pankratov threw his hands in the air. ‘You see?’
 ‘If I could remind you all that I am in the Foreign Intelligence Service, not 
domestic affairs — ’
 ‘London.’
 Everyone turned to look at Mikhail Vasilyevich.
 Kozhevnikov set his jaw. ‘What precisely is the objective in Britain that 
requires personnel at Deputy Director level?’
 Pankratov honked his nose into a handkerchief. ‘Such a legendary Special 
Operations man should have the strategic intelligence to set his own objective.’
 ‘Thanks for your trust. I’m happy to exercise that authority.’
 Pankratov’s face lost its smirk.

Spetsnaz - Special Operations  Salafi - a sect in Islam
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 ‘Fine; London it is, if Mikhail Vasilyevich sees a point to it.’ Lobodin thumped 
his hand on the table. ‘Thank you for your co-operation, Kozhevnikov.’
 Mikhail Vasilyevich ushered Kozhevnikov out of Lobodin’s office and shut 
the door behind them.
 ‘Sending me to Britain! This is deliberate humiliation.’
 ‘Nevertheless, it’s the best I could think of that Pankratov would agree to.’ 
Mikhail Vasilyevich propelled him away from the door. ‘I want you out of the 
country even more than he does. Lobodin’s very ill, Zheva.’
 ‘Which is why Pankratov is making his move now to eliminate me. I’m your 
most loyal supporter. There’s an organisational bloodbath about to happen once 
Lobodin gives out.’
 ‘True, but all the more reason why baiting the FSB is not helpful.’ The old 
spymaster fell silent as his PA appeared. She brought a letter to sign, but her 
eyes slid to Kozhevnikov and lingered on his face. When his heavy-lidded gaze 
returned her attentions, she blushed. Her boss returned the pen and they moved 
on. ‘Get your coat. I’ll meet you outside.’
 Kozhevnikov stood at a distance from the main entrance, waiting for Mikhail 
Vasilyevich. An empty sky intensified the light and cold of the winter morning. 
The reflective snow blackened the sentinel trees between their complex and the 
Moscow Automobile Ring Road into silhouettes. He squinted against the glare, 
then turned as he heard the door open. The girl in the miniskirt stepped out 
again. Thick tights squeezed her thighs, the skirt so short it revealed the swell at 
the top of her legs before they plunged tapering towards her knees. She pursed 
her lips and frowned at him. He decided to break her down, silently, and by the 
time she passed she had cracked and smiled at him. 
 Mikhail Vasilyevich slid out the front door, his balding head protected with 
rabbit fur. They negotiated the frozen asphalt towards the far end of the car park. 
 ‘Who takes over my responsibilities while I’m away? I can’t just walk away 
from the Directorate.’ 
 ‘In case you hadn’t noticed: that was, in part, the point.’
 Kozhevnikov shoved his hands into his coat pockets. ‘But why send me to 
Britain, MV? Their domestic counter-terrorist programme is in confusion and 
they’re irrelevant abroad apart from backing up the Americans whenever they 
ask.’
 ‘Unless they join the US and Israel in a military attack on Iran. You might 
find that worthy of your attention.’
 ‘Not enough. Send me to Washington. I could achieve something there.’
 ‘No; you’ll build bridges and Pankratov won’t tolerate that. It may not be his 
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decision, but we can’t afford to alienate him any more than is inevitable.’
 ‘There’s no good reason to cool my heels in London.’
 ‘Then think of something.’
 A bitterness in the tone disoriented Kozhevnikov. He glanced at his mentor to 
take his bearings. 
 ‘I’ve always protected you. But I can’t much longer. And your calls for reform 
are not helping at all.’ MV started into the phalanx of evenly-spaced trees. 
Kozhevnikov was forced to follow, his office shoes sliding in the unmarked snow. 
 ‘What was Lobodin thinking of in suggesting that I fix Putin’s image problem!’
 ‘He’s never understood you. He doesn’t know what the point of you is.’
 Kozhevnikov shrugged. ‘Well, he’s on his way out.’
 ‘So it could get worse for you.’ MV ploughed aimless curves between the trees, 
as if his only directional sense was political. ‘You’ve annoyed too many people by 
overachieving. Your track record of success is an affront to your superiors.’
 Kozhevnikov snorted. MV stopped and faced him. Kozhevnikov’s eyes 
interrogated his old spymaster. MV’s eyes watered with the cold, and he blinked 
rapidly to stop them freezing over. The tears reached the ironic twinges at the 
corners of his mouth. ‘I’ve always navigated you through other people’s jealousy. 
But without my protection, your superiority will be your ruin.’
 Kozhevnikov ran a hand through his coarse black hair. ‘There’s nothing like 
encouraging excellence in an organisation.’
 Snow slid from a tree’s lowest branch and plopped on MV’s shoulder. He 
swept it off. ‘So your future is looking miserable. Unless I take over from Lobodin 
as Director. I’ll make you my First Deputy Director; and if I promote you then I 
can promote Andrei into your position.’ 
 Andrei deserved a promotion; and unlike Kozhevnikov he had a wife and 
children and needed the money. Kozhevnikov kicked the edge of his heel into the 
frozen mud. 
 ‘But don’t misunderstand me. It’s not about personal ambition, not for me, 
you, or even Andrei. Securing the leadership for ourselves is about making the 
Foreign Intelligence Service, and this country, what they could and should be. 
Ultimately this is about Russia’s future. Our side needs to win this one for a 
change.’
 ‘And how do you propose to do that?’
 ‘The President can never appoint me as chief of the Foreign Intelligence 
Service if Pankratov maintains his active opposition. And I have no hope of 
winning Pankratov over as long as you’re around. The deal on the table is clear.’
 Kozhevnikov narrowed his eyes to study MV. 
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 MV slid his gaze away and resumed his slow trudge. The snow creaked 
beneath their soles as they tracked the patches of sunlight between the shadows 
of the trees. ‘Listen, Zheva. You know how much I value you…’
 ‘Understood.’  
 ‘Not a demotion or anything like it. I just need to get you out of his face for a 
while. Even if it makes no real sense in terms of our everyday business.’ They had 
come to the edge of the belt of trees and MV stopped to face his protégé. ‘If I get 
that top spot, and promote you to First Deputy Director, you’ll be in an excellent 
position to take over after me. And I’d love to see you at the head and achieve 
what you’ve always had in you. And clean the place up. Because after that — ’ He 
rested his hands on Kozhevnikov’s shoulders. ‘Think five, maybe ten years ahead. 
You’re in position then. Do you see?’
 Kozhevnikov did not speak.
 MV gripped him harder. ‘I’d love to see Russia finally have the leadership it 
deserves. You – someday, as Putin’s successor.’ He let go. ‘The alternative: you’re 
Putin’s thug.’

Turkmenistan, November 2011

A HEADSTRONG HORSE   

‘We need you back in al-Qa‘ida, Wolf.’ Wazir held himself straight despite his 
increased weight.
 The words died away without resonance; Atamar let them dissipate in the 
vastness of the sky. But an oppressive scent of oud perfume still clung to his 
cheeks. He rubbed his face on his shoulder to wipe off the Saudi’s embrace. He 
focused on his Turkmen horses in their sandy enclosure.
 ‘You must miss the struggle.’
 ‘Al-Qai‘da is a spent force. History is already moving on.’
 ‘We’ve had a tragic loss, but we will emerge stronger. Sheikh Osama was only 
one man. But we need you back – you’ve always been a genius of strategy! Like a 
wolf stalking his prey.’ 
 ‘Mashallah.’
 ‘You would have been at the top of the organisation by now.’ 
 Atamar tracked his two finest stallions. The palomino, Yantar, clambered 

-----------------
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onto the withers of his grey playmate. Oraz ducked his head and slid free, bolting, 
with Yantar in pursuit. Clouds of fine desert dust flew up from their heels.
 Wazir rubbed the side of his pitted nose. ‘Your horses are very shiny. Like 
polished gold and silver. You must look after them well.’
 ‘Trait of this Akhal Teke breed.’
 The two colts reared together, arching their necks, flailing their forelegs 
against each other’s forequarters.
 ‘They seem very wild.’
 ‘Sin is like a headstrong horse whose riders let the reins go, so it jumps with 
them into Hell. Taqwa is like an obedient mount whose riders have the reins in 
their hands, so that it bring them to Heaven.’ He did not turn to look at the Saudi.
 Wazir frowned. ‘Where is that quotation from? I don’t recall it from the 
Prophet sallallahu alaihi wasalaam.’
 The sparring partners plunged to a halt ten metres away. Oraz, ears pricked, 
analysed the stranger from under hooded eyelids. Yantar, springing off the sand, 
sniffed Atamar’s face in greeting. He pressed the velvety peach-skin of his muzzle 
against Atamar’s cheekbone. Atamar took Yantar’s bony profile between his 
hands.
 Wazir opened his mouth again. Atamar walked away, his horses following. 
Yesterday there had been a sandstorm. Wazir would not appreciate how it had 
transformed the landscape. Dimples in the earth had filled in. Drifts of fresh sand 
dappled the ground with buckskin and dun. But always unchanging, rearing up 
in the south, were the guardians of Turkmenistan on her Persian border, the 
Kopet Dag mountains. Atamar shaded his eyes and watched the quick-footed 
light paint camouflage patterns on their flanks, masking treacherous ravines 
then highlighting them. Arching crests leapt out before plunging into obscurity 
again when the source of illumination moved on. Such acts of light and darkness 
could guide your steps to security or betray them to your death.
 ‘What are you doing now, Atamar? Apart from living in the desert breeding 
Turkmen racehorses. I hear you helped the brothers in Chechnya, and there are 
rumours that you appear whenever our people are oppressed. Then you disappear 
again.’
 Atamar led his horses back to the crude concrete barn. Wazir picked his way 
over the sand, holding the skirts of his thawb.
 ‘I expected you to be at the forefront fighting for an Islamic state.’ 

Sin is like a headstrong horse - from Sermon 16 of Imam Ali ibn Abi Talib's Nahj al-Balagha, literally 
‘the Peak of Eloquence’  taqwa - God-awareness, mindfulness of God, piety   Sallallahu alaihi wasalaam - 
‘May God bless him and grant him peace.’    thawb - a long robe, traditional garment for men  
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 Atamar whipped around from the barn door. ‘What is an Islamic state? 
Barbaric psychopaths revelling in the feeling of power their violence gives them?’
 Wazir blinked. ‘What?’
 ‘All those years of struggle – where is Afghanistan now? Where is Iraq?’
 ‘We will soon be in full control again in both countries.’
 ‘So what is the goal of jihad, then? What did I fight for? To establish vicious 
regimes that claim to be Islamic? Only to see them overthrown by the West?’ 
Atamar leaned back against the barn door, fixing his eyes on Wazir. ‘I’ve seen it so 
many times. A struggle for political liberation gets derailed by arguments about 
an Islamic state. Then instead of a well-ordered military strategy to set people 
free and establish justice, it degenerates into tribalism, feuds, and inhuman 
violence. The very opposite of Islam.’
 Wazir laughed. ‘Political liberation! The people! You still sound like a Soviet. 
You didn’t when you first came over to us. You were too careful. We knew you 
were a Soviet spy of course. But once you found your religion and joined us for 
real – only then did you actually sound like a Marxist.’
 ‘Why have you come?’
 It was a long and rambling narrative – the martyrdom of Sheikh Osama, the 
uprisings in Arab states, the opportunities already being lost. ‘And look at Iraq. 
In defiance of our leadership and authority, ambitious ex-policemen and would-
be scholars proclaim themselves the Amir al-Muminin of a new Islamic State! 
Which is a shambles and failure and attracts nothing but mockery.’ He patted 
his forehead. ‘The Crusaders are about to leave Iraq and we need to take control 
of the situation. And we need a new leader. Don’t you think so?’ Wazir smiled, 
revealing a gold tooth that Atamar didn’t remember. 
 Atamar shut the barn door. ‘The movement needs to work now, or it never 
will. But it’s too late for you to regain control.’ He glanced at the older man. ‘And 
you haven’t answered my question. Why do you come to me?’

‘No one we have now equals you in military genius. We need you. I need you.’

Amir al-Muminin - Commander of the Faithful, Leader of the Faithful; a traditional title (used differ-
ently by Sunni and by Shi'a)
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 SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION 

Kozhevnikov left his hands on the keys as the last chord resonated. He glanced 
up at Andrei, similarly poised with the violin tucked under his chin.
 Energetic clapping burst out from the two girls cuddling with their mother on 
the sofa.
 The performers relaxed and breathed again. An eager blonde swarm engulfed 
Andrei. Darya pulled their arms from his neck – Andrei wasn’t helping – and led 
them to their bedroom amidst calls of good night.
 ‘You’re a lucky man, Andrei.’ Kozhevnikov lounged against the keyboard.
 Andrei grinned as he set the violin down. ‘I don’t deserve it.’ He captured a 
bottle and a couple of glasses from a shelf and took them to his kitchen table. 
‘You should listen to MV.’ 
 ‘Why? He’s trying to get rid of me. It’s the price he has to pay for the top job.’
 ‘There are a number of ways we could analyse the situation.’ Andrei unscrewed 
the bottle of vodka, and paused. ‘Admittedly they’re all pretty nasty.’
 Kozhevnikov dropped onto a wooden chair. ‘Don’t worry. I won’t let them 
send you to the thugs in the Federal Security Bureau. We’ve always been too 
clever for the old KGB.’ 
 ‘It’s not me I’m worried about. It’s what they’ll do to you when they’ve got rid 
of MV.’
 ‘We know what Pankratov wants to do. Send me someplace where I’ll be 
assassinated. Chechnya or Dagestan.’
 ‘So whatever you think of MV’s plan, at least he’s offering you a better option.’ 
 Kozhevnikov watched as Andrei slashed a dose into each glass. ‘His option 
could hardly be better. MV is fixing up for me to be the Director General some 
day. After him. So he claims.’
 ‘That would be splendid, but it isn’t going to happen, is it? You know the 
outcome of the present battle. You, me, MV: we’ll all be gone. Too competent, too 
incorruptible, too prone to speak our minds. We don’t fit, and we’re politically 
unpopular. Our values and ideology are from a bygone era, Zheva, the First Chief 
Directorate in all its brilliance and glory. You in particular are too clever by half 
and you just annoy everyone. And right now Putin is jumpy, especially about 
criticism.’ 
 ‘We know what this opposition from Pankratov is about. It isn’t about counter-
subversion or counter-terrorism strategy. Or even killing off Muslims.’
 ‘No. You just know too much about their secret financial affairs. You’ve made 
a point of finding out.’
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 Kozhevnikov reached for his vodka. ‘Everyone knows about their corruption.’
 ‘Everyone will know a lot more about it if Pankratov doesn’t find a way to 
silence you.’
 ‘MV had other options when it came to dealing with Pankratov.’
 ‘Blackmail?’
 ‘Just telling the truth.’
 Andrei shook his head. ‘No one cares, nothing changes. Wouldn’t achieve 
anything at all, apart from making him even more determined to destroy us.’
 ‘So MV sacrifices me instead.’
 ‘Just for a few weeks in London. Cheer up. Londonistan is the perfect place 
to be. You could be at the centre of the action when they finally start their war 
on Iran.’ Andrei smiled at his friend’s sour look. ‘So, I’ve been looking into a 
plausible reason for the head of a Directorate with a specialism in Terrorism 
and Allied Matters to visit London. And I found one. They’re having a high-level 
international conference; and they’d welcome a paper from a Senior Intelligence 
Speaker from the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service.’ He paused for a firm 
look. ‘I’ve already told them you’re coming.’ 
 ‘How does it help if I’m listening to amateur intelligence researchers from 
Western think tanks giving papers on preventing terrorism? I need a real objective 
for being there. I’ll go crazy without one.’
 ‘Remember an American called Warren Vickers?’
 Kozhevnikov shrugged. ‘National Security team in the White House under 
Bush Senior. Afterwards, Executive Assistant to the then Secretary of Defense 
during the First Gulf War. Disappeared from sight after that, didn’t he?’
 ‘Not exactly. In January 1993 he became a fellow at the conservative Washington 
think tank, The Freedom and Democracy Foundation.’ Andrei swilled vodka. 
‘Now Vickers is part of the Chester Brampton Group.’
 Kozhevnikov frowned. ‘Which one is that?’
 ‘The company with a former President, no less, plus various US and UK 
Secretaries or Ministers of Defence. Halliburton’s biggest rival. You know the 
game; outsourcing for lots of stuff in war zones – especially in oil-rich countries. 
Get a contract to build the oil pipeline. The terrorists blow up the pipeline. Get 
a contract to rebuild the pipeline. Then get a contract to provide the security for 
the pipeline so it’s not blown up again. Each contract can run to hundreds of 
millions. Plus all the service stuff for the armies. It worked for Halliburton. They 
were making a billion a month in Iraq.’ Andrei tipped back the rest of his vodka.
 Kozhevnikov refilled their glasses. ‘But why are you talking about this now?’
 ‘Because Vickers of Chester Brampton is attending this conference in London.’ 
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Andrei leaned back in his chair. ‘And I need to give the organisers a title for your 
conference presentation. What do you want to call it?’
 ‘Theological Strategies in Counter-Subversion.’
 Andrei laughed.
 ‘But I’m still looking for an objective in being there. I’m not seeing one yet.’
 ‘Zheva, we’re on the way out. So we stake everything on a last throw of the 
dice. This is our last chance to bring down the neocons and the US military-
industrial complex.’
 Kozhevnikov slowly shook his head. ‘You’re an even worse dreamer than MV.’
 ‘You know about these private military companies. They’re making billions 
out of war and death. It’s evil.’
 ‘True, when Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld were outsourcing so much of the war 
on terror. But this is old history now. Between Obama and the economic crash…’
 ‘You think so? Blackwater didn’t go away. Not even with all those allegations 
about fraud, killings, the whole thing. It just renamed itself Xe, no doubt it’ll 
rename itself again soon, and the US government has given them a quarter of 
a billion in contracts. All over the world.’ Andrei shook his head. ‘Whatever 
they say about the economic crash, or Obama’s ethics, money is no object when 
it comes to the private military companies and the secret costs of their wars. 
They’ve hired more than ever. Panetta admitted that despite all his reservations, 
the CIA had no choice but to use them.’ 
 ‘Yes, the CIA is dependent on them – makes them very vulnerable.’ 
Kozhevnikov rested his elbows on the table and thought.
 Andrei nodded and leaned across the table, dropping his voice. ‘So one last 
throw of the dice. Damage these private war-making companies and you hole the 
CIA below the waterline. And with it, US military-foreign policy.’
 ‘And if it doesn’t work?’
 ‘If all else fails, at least we could be millionaires in the process.’ 
 Kozhevnikov narrowed his eyes. ‘What exactly do you have in mind, Andrei?’
 Andrei laughed and shook his head; but the humour left his face in a few 
seconds. ‘Do you know how much these guys were making? Their personal 
salaries? The CEO of one firm gave himself $28 million in salary and bonuses. The 
CEO of the firm that trained the interrogators for Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo 
– he paid himself $9 million a year for it. Evil.’
 ‘I hope you’re not suggesting we set up a corrupt private business of our own? 
The thought turns my stomach.’
 Andrei shrugged. ‘No need to do it from scratch…Have a chat with Vickers. 
Chester Brampton hasn’t got a security-military subsidiary yet.’ He topped up 
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the glasses. ‘Just think about it while you’re in London. All right?’ 
 Kozhevnikov interlaced his fingers behind his neck.
 Andrei rubbed his forehead, along his fast-receding hairline. ‘Something 
else.’ He looked down at the table, then up at his boss. ‘The Wolf is back in the 
frame again.’
 Kozhevnikov froze.
 ‘We traced Wazir Haddad entering Turkmenistan. Why else would he go 
there but to see the Wolf? Nothing else in Turkmenistan to interest him.’ 
 Kozhevnikov leaned back against his chair and closed his eyes.
 Andrei had, over twenty years, acquired an intimacy with the workings of 
his colleague’s brain. Silently Zheva would lay out all the possibilities and their 
probabilities, dissect situations into chains of causality, outline possible strategies 
and their subsidiary tactics. 
 Andrei allowed these secret processes some time before continuing. ‘He’s 
stayed aloof for so long. But his reputation must be incredibly strong in jihadist 
circles if they keep trying to woo him. Any time he gets involved in someone’s 
struggle, he’s good…too good.’
 Kozhevnikov winced and rubbed his jaw.
 ‘What if he rose to the top of al-Qa‘ida and changed their course of direction? 
I don’t believe his thinking and political objectives have changed much over 
the years: stop the infighting; unify the Muslims against their oppressors. And 
overthrow them.’
 ‘Us.’
 ‘America.’ Andrei paused.  ‘And you can see his point on both counts.’ He 
grinned, then sobered up and tapped on the rim of his glass. ‘Here’s the motto 
for today. Remember the Chinese wisdom: No state of affairs is permanent; every 
vanquished entity will rise again; and every prosperous force carries within it the 
seeds of its own destruction.’
 Kozhevnikov was torturing the bottle cap.
 Andrei sighed and studied the label on the vodka. ‘Zheva, for a hundred 
reasons…’ He lifted his eyes and watched the flicker of tensed muscles play on 
his comrade’s face. 
 ‘I’m not going to London. I’m going to Turkmenistan.’
 ‘No. Zheva, you can’t.’
 ‘It gets me out of the way like MV wants. It doesn’t matter to him where I go.’ 
 ‘It mustn’t be you. Leave the Wolf to me. Just tell me what you want to do. Win 

No state of affairs is permanent - philosophy attributed to the Chinese Book of Changes, I Ching, by 
Joseph Needham in his discussion of Chinese alchemy. Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in 
China, volume 2, History of Scientific Thought, Cambridge University Press, 1956, p. 331.
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him back to us?’
 Kozhevnikov's expression was his answer.
 ‘All right; stand back and let him rise to the top of AQ, now Osama’s dead?’
 Kozhevnikov threw the disfigured bottle cap down onto the table. He had 
formulated his objective.

EMPTY THUNDER

Wazir followed Atamar into his low concrete house. Dark red Turkmen rugs, 
threadbare, warmed the cement walls and softened the floor. They stepped over 
sheepskins and cushions to the only hard furniture in the room. Atamar herded 
books off the chairs and retreated through an archway into an alcove.
 Putting a battered kettle onto the antiquated stove, he heard Wazir exclaim, 
‘Shirazi? Rastani? But they’re Shi‘a!’ and a moment later, ‘Khaled Abou El Fadl? 
He writes on democracy for the Americans. This evil book by al-Oudah — and 
Rationalization of Jihad — !’
 Atamar stepped into the room to find Wazir infiltrating his books. 
 ‘Why are you reading the words of our enemies?’ 
 ‘They’re not my enemies.’
 Wazir’s eyes widened in amazement. ‘Of course they are. Books by traitors, 
and by the Shi’a. The Refusers are heretics and apostates.’ He watched as Atamar 
slapped flat bread, a jar of jam, and cheese awash in liquid onto the table.
 ‘Muslims are Muslims. It doesn’t matter how they hold their hands when they 
pray or what they call the Prophet’s descendants.’ He turned his face away and 
stared out the open door. ‘I remember 1988. Not long after I defected from the 
Soviets and joined you for real. General Zia wanted the Shi‘a exterminated in the 
Northern Areas of Pakistan and you obliged him. You and Osama killed hundreds 
of fellow Muslims because they were Shi‘a. As you’ve grown, it’s only got worse: 
you’re more interested in slaughtering other Muslims that you are in establishing 
an Islamic society.’
 ‘They are mushrikeen and kuffar. They must be eliminated. Al-Baghdadi sees 
that, even if Zawahiri’s gone weak.’ Wazir tore into the bread, looked at the watery 
cheese, and dropped the bread.

mushrik, mushrikeen (plural) - one who blasphemously associates something else as the equal of God 
kafir, kuffar (plural) - unbeliever  manhaj - method, methodology
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 ‘You need to change the way you think. Fundamentally. This is the ruin of 
Islam. No Islamic state will ever succeed if it feeds on the blood of its own brothers.’ 
Atamar rose to return to the kitchen.
 ‘They’re not Muslims!’ Wazir seized him by the wrist. ‘Look how Iran has become 
ever more powerful. They want a Shi‘a empire from Syria to Pakistan. The Shi‘a 
are the greatest threat to us – greater than the Americans and Israelis combined. 
Because they will destroy Islam itself! Iran is gaining control throughout the Gulf, 
next it will be Bahrain. And Syria already. Then it spreads through Kuwait and 
Arabia and they take over the holy places of Islam and fill Mecca with idols to their 
Imams like they do in Iran and Iraq.’
 ‘Before anything else, Iraq needs to work. Otherwise the movement loses all 
credibility with Muslims worldwide and there will be no more support for you. 
You can’t surf off anti-Western hatred forever; you need real successes. If all you do 
is fail in real military terms, and fail yet again to create a viable state from what you 
overthrow, then you will lose out to any rival who comes along and actually shows 
a chance of winning something. And there is no hope now of you turning Iraq into 
a success.’
 Wazir smiled. His voice came low and soothing. ‘Unless we have you to lead us. 
You and I need to be brothers again. You as our greatest general; and who else but 
I should be the Amir al-Muminin, if there is to be an Islamic State? So the political 
strategy is for me to set; you work out the military strategy. You’re right, of course; 
we need to begin by taking control of the jihadi groups in Iraq.’ 
 ‘You wouldn’t like my manhaj.’
 ‘Tell me.’
 ‘Here’s how you make Iraq work: first you need to unite all the little factions 
and groups, including the Shi‘a and the ones calling themselves the Islamic State 
in Iraq. You need to bring them all together for two reasons: to have the military 
capability to overthrow the regime and drive the Crusaders out; and to be socially 
stable. You can’t have a sustainable nation-state, achieve Islamic social justice or 
even economic prosperity if you are constantly waging sectarian war.’
 ‘You’ve been out of the movement too long. Unite with the Shi’a? You’re missing 
the whole point.’
 ‘The Prophet had a vision for this from the beginning. I don’t understand why 
you don’t use it. Clearly the lesson from Iraq is that continuing the injustice in a 
sectarian conflict gives you endless instability and chaos. You are forever vulnerable 
as long as you oppress people. You are creating the future insurgency against you.’
 ‘I’d forgotten. You were always a bit like this.’ Wazir rubbed his eyes. ‘But it 
seems worse. More interested in useless theories than jihad. Are you too old now 
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for the fight?’
 ‘Don’t start the fight yet. Wait until the US army is gone. They’re pulling out, it’s 
madness to attack them now. The Iraqis don’t have the military capacity to defeat 
them – as long as they are divided into sectarian factions, each with their tiny little 
militia. You don’t want Obama to cancel the withdrawal and keep the army there 
to fight. It might even bring the British back.’
 Wazir had begun to chuckle.
 ‘And don’t bring down the government until you are fully in a position to replace 
it. You need to learn a lesson from the Iranian Revolution, from Afghanistan and 
from the way Iraq has failed. You need to have a government-in-waiting before you 
create a power vacuum in your overthrow.’
 Wazir manipulated the jam jar. ‘So you’ve been thinking about it. And I see you 
want to be the Amir, not a mujahid.’
 Atamar scowled and stalked back to the kitchen.
 Wazir’s eyes fell on a pamphlet. ‘This Rastani you’re reading. He is the worst of 
all them.’ He picked up the treatise. ‘He lives in America but he has a huge power 
base in the Middle East, too. We can’t strike him in the US but we could assassinate 
him more easily, if only we could lure him out.’
 ‘So this would be your grand vision as Amir al-Muminin, the Commander 
of the Faithful, your highest achievement as the leader of global jihad: kill an 
Ayatollah.’ Atamar slammed a teapot onto the table.
 ‘Let’s be strategic; the Americans and Israelis will help us overthrow the Shi‘a. 
The Israelis will attack Hezbollah with any excuse, and American special ops forces 
are training the Syrian rebels to bring down Assad. The Israelis and the Americans 
both want war on Iran and the British have said they’ll join them. If they bring 
down the Syrian and Iranian governments – ’
 ‘It will bring your objectives much closer. If that’s what the Americans and 
Israelis do, this is just what ISI wants.’
 ‘Yes! The Crusaders overthrow the Shi‘a for us.’ He slammed his hand on the 
table.
 Atamar snorted. 
 Wazir praised Atamar’s mind, his ability to focus on the goal and the best means 
of getting there. He extolled Atamar’s taqwa, his commitment, his self-discipline 
and self-restraint, the admiration others had for him, his honesty, his integrity. 
 This flattery ran off Atamar like rainwater off a granite cliff. 
 A distant explosion cracked the horizon. Atamar rose and walked to the 
doorway to scan the sky. The clouds had turned once more to the colour of slate.
 ‘You don‘t understand the Shi‘a. Come see me in Dubai and I'll explain how our 
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assassination of Rastani furthers our strategy.’
 Atamar shook his head. ‘The future of Iraq is the point. Or there is no successful 
strategy.’
 ‘Fine, go to Iraq and assess the situation. Then come see me in Dubai.’ 
 Atamar fell silent, listening to the dry cracks of empty thunder.
 ‘Wolf?’ 
 ‘Best we go our separate ways.’ 
 Wazir eased himself up from the table and sidled up to the doorway. ‘Rain?’
 ‘Just noise.’
  Wazir tipped his head back to study the face of the taller man. He nodded to 
himself. ‘You’ll come.’

 INTO EXILE AGAIN

I seek refuge in Thee, so give me refuge! I cover myself through Thee, so cover 
me, my Master,  from what I fear and dread! Through Thee, through Thee, 
through Thee, I cover myself. Allah…Allah…Allah…
 A touch on his hand made Rastani jump and jerk open his eyes, straight into 
Liadan O’Riordain’s; her pale irises swallowed by large black pupils. Rastani 
studied her face, as white as Ardabil porcelain.
 They stood in the front hallway under orders not to move as men stormed 
around his house. A barrel-chested brute appeared in the doorway. ‘Come in and 
get your passport!’
 ‘What are you doing to him?’
 ‘Ma’am, if I have to tell you again to shut up – ’
 Rastani clutched her wrist. ‘Please don’t do anything that gets you into trouble 
– it won’t help me anyway – ’ 
 ‘Get your passport!’
 Rastani eased past the men into his study. He choked on seeing it. 
 Books lay on the floor in distress, backs bent, pages splayed at an unnatural 
angle. His papers lay naked of their folders, exposed to the intruders. He pulled 
open a drawer in his desk. The man shoved him aside and snatched Rastani’s 
Iranian and British passports.
 Back in the hall another man grabbed Rastani’s elbows, and behind his back 
Rastani felt cold metal encircling each wrist. 
 ‘You can’t do this to him! It’s outrageous!’ Liadan grabbed the man’s arm. ‘I 
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won’t leave you to do your worst without witnesses! I’m coming with you!’
 ‘You certainly are. You’re under arrest too.’
 ‘No – not her – she’s completely innocent – ’
 ‘We arrest everyone on the premises. That’s the way it works.’
 They shoved Rastani, numbed to silence, towards a car hovering at the kerb 
while Liadan maintained her verbal onslaught. She caught Rastani by the arm. 
He dropped his head, filled with shame.
 They scooped Rastani’s head down and into the back seat. ‘Sit down, shut up 
and don’t move. You’ll have to play your cards right if you don’t want to end up 
in Guantanamo.’

 Rastani hovered in a small, bare room, struggling to lose himself in calming 
meditation. But in his mind’s empty space a bubble of anxiety formed in the 
depths, burst on the surface, exploded into shivering. The shake grew into little 
jerks. He felt his inner being sucked into a place too small for it, contracted into 
a knot of sick worry in his gut, leaving his quivering limbs unoccupied like an 
inanimate marionette.
 A ceaseless inner whisper: Clothe me in Thy well-being, wrap me in Thy 
well-being, fortify me through Thy well-being, free me from need through Thy 
well-being, bestow upon me Thy well-being, spread out for me Thy well-being, 
and separate me not from Thy well-being in this world and the next! 
 The shaking gradually subsided to the occasional shudder. Now he could 
reason with himself: this anxiety is a residue from my past. This is America. 
This is Obama’s America. Those things don’t happen here.
 What had they done with Liadan O’Riordain?
 Sick guilt creased his abdomen. He curled over onto the table.
 Were they mistreating her in another room somewhere?
 He winced and rolled his head to the side, pressing his cheek on the cool wood.
 How long would they leave him here without speaking to him? Were they 
interrogating her first?
 The sound of the door jerked his eyes open, taking in the interrogation room 
once more. His heart pounded again. He shivered and pulled himself upright.
 Two uniformed men stormed in. Rastani pulled his manacled hands into his 
lap and took a deep breath. 
 On the table before them they thumped a file burgeoning with paper.
 ‘You came to the United States to take up a professorship at Georgetown 

I seek refuge, Sahifa, ‘His Supplication against that which he Feared and Dreaded’, 60:5-10
Clothe me, Sahifa, ‘His Supplication when he asked God for Well-Being and Thanked Him for it’, 23:1 
Sahifa, Al-Sahifa al-Sajjadiyya, A book of psalm-like prayers by the great-grandson of the Prophet (saw)
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University. Where were you before then?’
 ‘You know all this. You can imagine how many times I’ve been questioned, 
first when applying for my visa, then after any terrorist incident, and again every 
time things hot up about Iran.’
 ‘Answer the question.’
 Rastani swallowed. ‘I spent most of my Western academic career in Europe, 
first in Oxford when I was given asylum in Britain, and then in Germany.’
 ‘You claim that you left Iran because you were sent into exile; but you go back 
every year.’
 ‘My sons live there now, and I want to see them as often as possible.’
 ‘And they let you in?’
 ‘Things changed a lot politically after Khomeini’s death.’
 ‘Why were you exiled?’
 ‘I disagreed with Ayatollah Khomeini’s concept of wilayat al-faqih; our faction 
was trying to bring about wilayat al-ummah.’
 ‘Can you speak in plain English.’
 Rastani hesitated. ‘Umm, after the revolution, I was part of a group advocating 
Islamic democracy, something called wilayat al-ummah, and that made us a 
threat to Khomeini once he became Supreme Leader and tried to consolidate his 
power base by changing the Constitution.’
 ‘I don’t see you writing or speaking about “Islamic democracy” now. That’s 
strange, isn’t it? All during the Arab spring, the fall of Gaddafi, the problems in 
Syria? If you were so committed to democracy in the Muslim world I’d expect to 
see some sign of it in 2011.’
 ‘Of course I’m excited about it. But that doesn’t mean taking some kind of 
public role. That part of my life was a long time ago. And I’m not an Arab, or 
a Sunni. The Sunnis in the Arab states would never listen to a Persian Shi‘a. It 
doesn’t work that way.’
 ‘That’s a pretty flimsy excuse.’ The lead interrogator flicked through a file. 
‘So back to you leaving Iran all those years ago. If you were a leading light in the 
Iranian Revolution, supposedly in the cause of democracy, why did you leave?’
 ‘I wasn’t a leading light, I was a very young man…our faction lost out to 
Khomeini…to cut a long story short I was sentenced to death for treason, they 
commuted the death sentence to exile and my family and I fled to Britain.’
 ‘So you’re a spiritual leader, and a force for the good, huh? But for the years 
you’ve been here you haven’t been very visible in the war of ideas.’

wilayat al-faqih -  governance by the jurist  wilayat al-ummah - governance by the people. Two rival 
political theories in Shi‘a political thought.
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 Rastani shivered. ‘I prefer ideas without war.’
 The man folded his arms and leaned back in his chair, the picture of scepticism.
 ‘I’ve given many fatawa against violence but they’re never reported in America. 
Apart from that, I stay out of politics entirely – especially Iranian politics. For 
a religious figure political commentary is…inappropriate.’ Rastani dropped his 
handcuffed wrists on the table, interlacing his fingers taut.
 The door opened and a woman came in with a large box. It was full of his 
papers. The woman passed the lead interrogator some papers. 
 ‘What are these?’
 ‘Proofs of my current book. On classical theories of Qur‘anic interpretation, 
with reference to some trends in post-structuralist semiotic theory. Particularly 
as far as orality and textuality are concerned.’ 
 There was a silence.
 Rastani looked from one face to the other. ‘I can tell you much more about 
that if you want?’ 
 ‘Get something else,’ said the interrogator to the woman.
 ‘This?’ She pulled out more papers.
 ‘Notes I made for my last book.’
 ‘What was it on?’
 ‘Reason and the theory of language in the German and Islamic philosophical 
traditions. After Pope Benedict in Regensburg, it was terribly important. As you 
can imagine.’
 ‘No doubt. What’s this book in Arabic?’
 Rastani laughed softly. It was the volume of prayers he had been reciting from 
memory to quell his anxiety. He reached with unthinking affection to take the 
book in his hands but they did not allow him to touch it. ‘The Sahifa. By the 
fourth Imam, the great-grandson of the Prophet sallallahu alaihi wasalaam, Ali 
ibn al-Husayn. We call him Zayn al-Abidin, the ornament of the worshipers. It’s 
just a book of prayers. Though it also includes his treatise on human rights.’
 ‘What about this?’ They handed him something from their own folder.
 It was a printout of a Wikipedia entry on himself. They pointed to a section at 
the end, marked with highlighter pen.

He is widely known to be a spy for Iran. He claims that he was a 
dissident and exiled, but this was a cover constructed after the Iranian 
Revolution, where he was a leading revolutionary. He is an agent for 
Iran in the West. He is one of the central figures in theological circles 
in Qom, the true power centre of Iran. He is also the inspiration for 
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Shi‘a factions in Iraq, and British intelligence reports cite him as the 
chief link that allows Iran to influence Shi‘a Iraqi militias, including the 
flow of arms. He is reported to be the spiritual leader for Iran’s terrorist 
operations abroad. 

 Rastani gasped. ‘Who put this into my Wikipedia entry? And when? It’s 
utterly preposterous.’ His wide eyes searched their faces, which were like baked 
clay.
 The man in charge addressed the woman. ‘Take all that to the language team 
for translation.’ She packed up the box and took his life’s work into exile again.

 CAPTURING TERRITORY 

Taqwa: God-awareness, mindfulness of God, commitment, self-discipline…the 
source of your good actions…a well-schooled horse. Atamar pushed the sermons 
of Imam Ali away. He had tried reading. He had performed his night time prayer 
but nothing had come back to him. Decades ago in Afghanistan it had been 
different.
 His Soviet training to go undercover with the mujahidin had prepared him 
for dissimulation, for interrogation and torture, for survival in extreme terrain. 
But it left one flank exposed. He had no defences against real spirituality. No 
Soviet understood enough to warn him of it. When the force of it hit him, he had 
no techniques of resistance.
 His Muslim grandfather had taught him how to pray as a child. He revived it 
to go undercover amongst the foreign volunteers in the Afghani mujahidin. To 
Atamar’s surprise he found it restful.
 Until one day he sat back on his heels and the world burst open. 
 The band of mujahidin were thousands of feet up a mountainside. The little 
valley which had been their previous camp, with its brutally cold stream twisting 
between gnarled trees and ageless rocks, lay far behind as they bounced over ice-
gnawed unmade tracks. At high altitude they spread out coarse rugs and prayed.
 While his eyes were still closed he was ambushed by Absolute Being. It burst 
out from behind the cover of ritual and captured him. Like the whiteness of 
an explosion, it had no qualities and he could not describe it, only its effects 
on him; how he imploded into waves of awe and adoration. His hands resting 
on his thighs went numb, and soon he lost his body. While captive he knew or 
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wanted nothing else. Then it ceased. He had no idea how much time had passed. 
He became aware of his legs which were as dead, then tingling, then discovering 
countless sharp rocks that had been pressing into them through the blanket. He 
found himself murmuring the ninety-nine names of God over and over. He had 
never memorised them.
 When he opened his eyes, he saw that the others were looking at him silently. 
They moved away to pick up their weapons, check them over and clean them. He 
shifted himself to mimic them, his legs still unresponsive, his actions still dazed.
 Now he saw that the whole of his experience had been lived within a shell. 
The world inside it had been technically functional, and even now all the wiring 
and devices of scientific explanation were still intact. But the casing around his 
universe cracked open to reveal an undisclosed dimension all about it. He could 
never conjure up this awareness; it broke in on him when it chose. It came as 
often outside formal prayer as within it. Most often it disclosed little glimpses 
when the world parted like clouds to reveal Infinite Being beyond it. His only 
description likened it to the sharp, bracing air of high altitudes: pure, austere,  
magnificent.
 The candle sputtered. Atamar closed his copy of Ali ibn Abi Talib’s Nahj 
al-Balagha. His ears rang from the silence of his empty house, as if the atoms 
in the air generated white noise in the absence of any living thing. The nearest 
humans were five kilometres away. How one can be so lonely yet grateful for the 
isolation….
 He clambered from the chair to sprawl on a cushion. He missed his cousin 
Tilki the most. Sometimes he thought about his old sheikh too. But thinking of 
Tilki cut him deepest. Nights talking late with the fox, who loved strategy too. He 
would have relished talking over Wazir’s proposals.
 Atamar heaved himself off the cushion, dragged a sheepskin off the floor, and 
pushed out the door.
 In the barn dark shapes gave low nickers of greeting. The leathery smell of 
warm horses welcomed him as he wrapped himself in the sheepskin. The tapering 
silhouette of a mare’s head came near and blew its hay-sweet breath over his face. 
He sank onto the ground and closed his eyes. Soft thuds of hooves on sand; he 
opened his eyes to see protective shadows encircling him like a foal born in the 
wild. He stroked the nearest nose.
 So Wazir was launching his bid for the top. One of the few left there; Wazir 
was a survivor. Wazir needed a personal manifesto to take the lead. He had 
Ali ibn Abi Talib - (Imam Ali), The Prophet’s cousin, son-in-law, and close companion; source of the 
Shi‘a party. Father of Hassan and Husayn  Nahj al-Balagha - the sermons, letters and sayings of Ali ibn 
Abi Talib. Literally ‘Peak of Eloquence’  Tilki - ‘ fox’ in the Turkmen language
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always been a politician, but he was the manipulator, the fixer, not the strategist; 
never the one who generated ideas. And hopeless at anything military.
 So Atamar was useful from the first time he had been called to Osama’s tent. 
‘You have come to us from the communist unbelievers;’ here Osama’s eyes had 
narrowed and he studied Atamar. ‘Advise me.’ 
 ‘The Soviets will think operationally. You need to think tactically.’
 Atamar could see this meant little to Osama. In that conversation he saw the 
gaps in Osama’s military understanding.
 ‘They have such great technological capabilities – not to mention resources – ’ 
Wazir began.
 Osama reproved him. ‘By Allah we will prevail.’
 The will of God as a military principle mystified Atamar the Soviet. ‘Their 
style of warfare and their equipment are not adapted to this environment and 
the methods of the Afghani mujahidin. You must take advantage of that.’ 
This sparked Osama’s interest. ‘The advantages of their technology are partly 
neutralised by the terrain. But we can neutralise them further. We need to get 
close in ambushes, engage them from within 300 metres whenever we can. At 
that range they have no technological advantage.’
 Atamar sat in Osama’s tent by night, and when they lacked paper he drew 
diagrams in the dirt by the light of a paraffin lamp. ‘Before we set up heavy 
firing sites for ambushes, we have to train extensively just to dismantle and get 
out quickly. Efficiency getting out is half the battle. Survival is our victory. Over 
time, all we need to do to win is survive.’ Osama would listen, his prominent eyes 
catching light from the primitive lamps, and ask questions in a measured voice.
 And together they studied the texts of Islam. But when Osama promoted 
himself to the role of the jurist and Qur‘anic expositor, self-serving interpretations 
emerged. To Atamar these captivating new texts were elusive targets, not to be 
mastered in a single assault. Nor would they yield their riches to the arsenal of 
literalism.
 Then the pressures of the struggle threw up personal disputes among the 
brothers, malicious gossip, traps men laid for one another to gain dominance. 
Atamar was repulsed. Wazir was in his element. 
 So now Wazir wanted him to take control of Iraq. And if so? Apply the lessons 
learned from so many decades, so many conflicts…
 What would Tilki advise him to do? ‘Seize the opportunity, but make it your 
own.’ Work the terrain. Exploit whatever the environment yields to achieve your 
objective; capture it like a commando secures territory.
 If the wind blows, ride it.
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MORNING BRIGHTNESS

It sparked a passenger revolt. 
 The middle-aged scholar under armed guard, of Middle Eastern appearance, 
shrank into his seat and shielded his eyes with his hand.
 The pilot pleaded with the protesters. ‘I assure you there is no security threat 
or I would never allow it. It’s only a deportation due to visa irregularities.’
 A large man in Bermuda shorts, using language that made Rastani flinch, 
refused to return to his seat. The CIA man accompanying Rastani appealed to 
reason. ‘He’s only a professor, sir, there’s nothing to be frightened of.’
 ‘I’ve read about these professors. The Middle East departments in our univer-
sities are full of Islamists and terrorist supporters!’
 An air marshal was handcuffed to Rastani. ‘I’m armed. If he causes any trou-
ble I’ll do whatever it takes to make sure this plane lands safely in London.’
 ‘You’ll discharge your firearm while the plane is in flight?’ The woman sitting 
behind gripped the headrest and hauled herself up.
 Passengers clambered from their seats and pulled open the overhead bins. 
Their threats to evacuate the plane mingled with the crew’s attempts to reassure. 
The CIA man took his seat on the other side of Rastani. ‘I knew we should have 
put him on a special flight.’
 Rastani opened his eyes and swallowed. ‘What kind of special flight?’
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 The CIA man and the air marshal exchanged glances.
 ‘Can you really not tell me anything? There’s nothing wrong with my visa. No 
explanation — ’
 ‘You have British citizenship, so that’s where you’re going next.’
 ‘And after that?’
 ‘Up to the British.’ The man coughed. ‘Although I don’t expect they’ll disagree 
with us.’ 
 It took a half hour before everyone was pacified and belted into their seats.
 The air marshal and the agent were silent throughout the overnight hours 
from Washington to London. Rastani abandoned his attempts to get information 
about his fate, or Liadan O’Riordain’s.
 Only the discs of reading lights punctuated the gloom. The CIA agent stretched 
to switch on a narrow beam, which cast a bright circle onto the Washington Post. 
All else was darkness. 
 Rastani could not sleep. He had no possessions and nothing to read. The in-
flight entertainment was trivial or repugnant. An entire flight would pass with 
no respite from his anxiety.
 He sought comfort in being on a commercial flight: at least he wasn’t put on 
some secret plane to an outpost of hell. – Although he was handcuffed to an armed 
guard. As fear sloshed in undertows and tides, he closed his eyes and for solace 
drew on his own inner trove of texts: the entire Qur‘an committed to memory by 
the time he was twelve, the Sahifa, prayers of the great-grandson of the Prophet 
sallallahu alaihi wasalaam, that had comforted him in his interrogation.
 In the name of Allah, the All-beneficent, the All-compassionate: By the 
morning brightness, by the night when it is calm! Soon your Lord will give 
you that with which you will be pleased. Did He not find you an orphan, and 
shelter you? Did He not find you astray, and guide you? Did He not find you 
needy, and enrich you? 
 He opened his eyes.
 The CIA man pulled up the window blind. The first promise of light shone on 
the window’s rim. A change in sensations: a slight tilt downwards in the plane. 
They were flying into the sunrise over London. 
 Rastani flexed his ankles and legs, leaning forward over his lap, straining to 
relieve a night of stiffness. Out the window he saw the plane dipping into a glow 
of apricot hovering on the horizon. Now, craning to see around the air marshal’s 
chest, he saw a few festoons of salmon pink where clouds caught the sun.
 As he silently recited the Qur‘an’s Surah of morning brightness, the plane 
swooped over London, wings dipping to show the silver road of the Thames, the 
clear sky with its punctuation of sunlit clouds, rows of terraced houses, green 

By the morning brightness - Qur‘an 93:1-11  Surah - chapter of the Qur‘an
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playing fields with brown patches of mud. The grinding noise, rearward thrust 
and the jolt of landing, taxiing. 
 ‘Stay where you are. Don’t move yet.’ 
 Passengers jumped up, pulled bags out of the overhead lockers, waited 
impatiently to get out. Rastani’s escorts sat without speaking throughout the 
slow process of pumping the passengers out of the plane. At last the CIA man 
gestured; the air marshal stood up. Rastani desperately wanted the toilet. ‘Might 
it be possible…’, an embarrassed gesture towards the lavatories.
 ‘In the terminal.’
 They did not follow the other passengers but were led through blank pas-
sageways and doors. Rastani was permitted to go to the lavatory then was locked 
in a small room with the air marshal, while the CIA man disappeared. The air 
marshal yawned and broke wind. ‘Pardon. Altitude.’
 Exhaustion ambushed him as he sat in the windowless room. By the time the 
British officials arrived, he was light-headed with fatigue. His passports were 
handed over to a British woman in uniform.
 ‘Am I under arrest?’
 ‘I’m not in a position to release any information.’
 He was re-cuffed and led out of the room by some species of counter-terrorist 
officer. He wove and tottered, his balance failing, as they led him through miles 
of Heathrow corridors, finally pushing him into a waiting car.
 ‘Where am I being taken?’
 ‘Paddington Green police station.’
 ‘Just a normal police station?’
 ‘High-security. Used for interrogating terrorism suspects.’
 Another jolt of anxiety passed through him.
 Paddington Green was far from green and the morning had darkened. An 
iron eiderdown now hung over the city. It was starting to rain. Rastani was 
extracted from the car into a tall brutish grey concrete block. They escorted him 
down to the basement and dropped him in a cell. They removed his clothes. He 
was searched. They left him a paper suit to put on.
 As Rastani twitched and shuddered his paper clothes crackled. It was days 
since he’d had anything more than a fitful doze; exhaustion and sick worry 
brewed a nausea that seemed to stretch past his ribs and into his gullet, even 
his lungs. Two officers came in, switched on their recorder, and the questioning 
began again.
 Rastani’s jet-weary mind fumbled once more through his story, from the days 
of 1978 to his first flight to Britain with his wife and little boys, his rescue by an 
old friend Sami, the only person he knew in London. His years in America in the 
era of the war on terror. They pawed over every visit to Iran, every contact in the 
Muslim world he could think of. 
 He found himself combing his memory for something more significant to tell 
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them. Wasn’t there something more to it than that; not just a lifetime of teaching 
the Islamic Sciences to quiet religious people? Was there something he was 
blanking out? Then he would stop short at this treacherous impulse to please his 
interrogators by incriminating himself. Such sudden lapses into nervous silence 
only raised their suspicions and drove the interrogation on, and on.
 His speech was slurring with sleep deprivation. 
 Once as he answered a question he heard his wife’s voice. She had died a 
decade ago, of cancer. The strange tricks and fancies of a malfunctioning mind.
 He didn’t know the hour, and cups of tea and a cheese sandwich did not fix his 
jet-lagged physical being into a sense of time. The present had no boundary – it 
stretched without end into a future that terrified contemplation. 
 He had avoided reading accounts of what was done to people subjected to 
‘extraordinary rendition’; it only provoked flashbacks. Now he craved some 
knowledge, even of hideous details, to prepare himself.
 ‘Please can you tell me what you will do with me? Will I be allowed to stay? 
Am I going to be deported back to Iran? Surely you can’t charge me with any 
crime; I haven’t done anything.’
 No answers. They collected the paper suit to test for traces of explosives and 
left Rastani alone with a second edition. He rustled into his new garment. He 
collapsed onto the table and his brain shut down abruptly into blackness. 
 His mind threw out scenes. Sami meeting him at Heathrow decades ago. The 
walls of a cell. He heard the door open. Maybe he was asleep and this was a 
nightmare. 
 But no, this was really true. 
 Footsteps into the cell.
 He was to be taken away and subjected to extraordinary rendition. 
 He would meet his death in a CIA black site and his sons would never know 
what happened to him. 
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